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Imagine...
that there is enough healthy
food for everyone.
Can you see it in your mind’s eye?
Imagine…
that we can produce more food without
overtaxing the earth. That we revive
agricultural land and waste fewer resources.
Imagine…
that no one has to leave their home to flee
famine. And that there are fewer conflicts.
Now imagine…
that it is a bank working towards this vision.
A bank founded by and for farmers,
that understands you can achieve more
together, and knows all about food and how
to grow it.
Imagine…
that we help kick-start the smartest
innovations by our customers and partners
on a global scale. And jointly address the
biggest food issues on six continents.
Imagine…
that we can solve the world food problem
together. And you can count on us.

Growing a better world together
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Upcoming, we have the Business Awards Gala, which in itself is
a potential game changer for companies and individuals that are
competing in the various business award categories. I am excited
about the very impressive line-up and am sure the jury has had a
very difficult job making a shortlist of strong nominees. The 2019
contenders for the Business Awards are introduced in this issue
of the magazine and are competing for one of four awards in:
Sustainability, Social Engagement, New Business & Innovation
and Young Talent.
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Mr. K. K. Yeung
Chairman of KK Yeung Management Consultants Ltd.

Mr. Paul Zimmerman
Founding member of Designing Hong Kong &
Southern District Councillor

Mr. Dennis Ziengs

As in 2017, the proceeds of the 2019 Business Award Gala will
be donated to the Changing Young Lives Foundation, a charity
dedicated to providing free educational and developmental
programmes to underprivileged youth in Hong Kong. At the 2017
Business Awards Gala, Vivian Ng shared her story about how the
support she received from CYLF changed her life and helped her
to develop to her full potential.

Financial Advisor / formerly CEO Asia of Fortis / Ageas

Mr. Lodewijk Lamaison van den Berg
Founding Partner at The Capital Company

Mr. Daniël de Blocq van Scheltinga
Managing Partner of Polarwide Ltd.
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Please visit our website to find out about our candidates, why they
are game changers and join us at the Business Awards Gala on 29
March at the Renaissance Hotel!
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In Interview with a Chief, Dirk Schraven, Gleneagles Hong Kong
Hospital’s CEO, explains how Gleneagles is changing the Hong
Kong healthcare landscape by providing ‘all-inclusive’ fixed price
packages, thereby decreasing pressure on the public healthcare
system. As the only hospital in Hong Kong with a partnership with
a university (HKU) they have a very clear structure for clinical
oversight and governance.
In March, the Dutch Chamber will organise art tours together
with Art Central. In the Lead Story, Joyce Ng of Art Central and
Emily de Bruijn, an Art History graduate, discuss developments in
the Asian art scene and what they consider to be game changing.

Mrs. Anne Evanno

Ms. Judith Huismans

This month’s DutchCham Magazine is dedicated to the ‘Game
Changers’ in our midst. Game changers are newly introduced
elements or factors that change an existing situation or activity in
a significant way. While the term originated in sports, it’s become
a buzz word with management gurus, consultants and startups,
and also something that transforming organisations aspire to be.

Mrs. Helen Yong
Office Manager

Maaike van Meer

DutchCham Chairman
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Interview with a Chief

Changing the game in private healthcare
With an overburdened public healthcare system, Dirk Schraven, CEO,
Gleneagles Hong Kong Hospital talks to us about what the newest
private hospital in Hong Kong is doing to change things.
By Donna Mah

Dirk Schraven

Please tell us a bit about yourself and what brought
you to Hong Kong.
A few years ago, my wife, two children and I were living in the
Netherlands and we decided to take a nine-month break and drive
from the Netherlands to Singapore. We used to live in Singapore
and our son was born there. We took the kids out of school, quit
our jobs and bought a van for the trip. It was an adventure we
could go on together as a family.
Halfway through the trip, my former boss in Singapore got in
touch and asked if we could meet when I got to Singapore. He
told me about the Gleneagles job opportunity in Hong Kong and,
about 1.5 years ago, we took the plunge and moved here for my
job at Gleneagles Hong Kong Hospital (GHK). As my wife works
in logistics, Hong Kong was also a good place for her. She works
for a Silicon Valley-based freight forwarding company in the Hong
Kong office.
Hong Kong has always been on our shortlist of places we’d like to
live. Through our visits here for work and pleasure, we’ve always
found Hong Kong to be an extremely lively, active, international
and a beautiful place.
I’m an avid hiker and we’ve been pleasantly surprised by the extent
of the hiking options here. Last year, I participated in the Oxfam
Trailwalker with a team of other fellow Dutchmen.

Please tell us a bit about Gleneagles Hong Kong
Hospital (GHK).
In 2013, GHK Hospital Limited won the government open tender
for a site in Wong Chuk Hang to build a private hospital. The
shareholders of GHK are Singapore’s Parkway Pantai Limited
(owned by Malaysian-Singaporean company, IHH Healthcare, the
world’s second largest healthcare group by market capitalisation)
and Hong Kong’s NWS Holding Limited. The Li Ka Shing
Faculty of Medicine of the University of Hong Kong (HKU)
is GHK’s exclusive clinical partner. The hospital was opened in
March 2017.
IHH has over 80 hospitals in 11 countries and is one of the very
few international private healthcare providers in the world with
a truly international network. IHH previously had no presence
in the Hong Kong market. Tender opportunities in a developed
market such as Hong Kong may only come up every 20 years,
so with Gleneagles Hong Kong Hospital, IHH entered a new
geographic location and a new high-quality healthcare sector with
high-clinical quality.
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Dirk with the ‘Doctors for a Day’

How is Gleneagles changing the healthcare ‘game’
in Hong Kong?
Hong Kong has dual-track healthcare system – private and public
– which are like separate pillars. The public sector is high-quality,
but overburdened and cannot deal with the demand. Patients
can experience long waiting times and less than stellar service,
but high clinical quality. The private sector is traditionally high
quality as well, but rather opaque. The two sectors don’t much
meet. In many countries where dual-track systems exist, there is
either a mechanism to help decide which track to take, or there
are public-private partnerships. In Hong Kong, however, they are
in two different worlds.
The Hong Kong Government realises that in order to sustain the
public sector healthcare in the long run, then the private sector
healthcare needs to take up more of the ‘burden’, so to speak.
In private healthcare, the costs rise significantly year-on-year and
insurance has difficulty keeping up. Premiums go up and the cost
of being insured becomes prohibitively more expensive and the
coverage may be less and less. On the one hand, we have a public
system that is overburdened and the private sector that can do
more, but on the other hand, due to inflation, the private sector
does less as costs rise and coverage is lowered.
GHK is changing the game as part of our agreement with the
government to provide a different model of healthcare to a
segment that has been identified. That segment, which we call
the ‘ward class insurance’ patients have ward class coverage
health insurance, which will reimburse them for ward class care.
The problem is that many people who have this type of health
insurance are not sure if they will be fully covered and therefore
opt for the safe choice, which is to go through the public system.

Interview with a Chief
At GHK, we offer ‘all-inclusive’ fixed price medical packages. The
packages for treatment for a condition, such as a knee replacement,
colonoscopy etc, are for a set price, even if there are complications
and additional medications required. The packages include the
doctor’s fees provide and patients with peace of mind regarding
the cost. They also help the hospital and doctors to perform more
efficiently as the charge is the same whatever happens that is
related to the condition within the prescribed length of stay. The
package has a number of set parameters and conditions that our
care providers work within. This works to contain costs, but also
increases efficiency. This is based on a system called diagnosisrelated group (DRG) used in other countries which categorises
hospitalisation costs to determine how much is charged.

What are some challenges you’ve faced in changing
the game?

A new concept we have introduced to complement the package
model is collaborations with major insurance companies such
that our packages are typically fully covered or mostly covered by
ward-class insurance plans.

By joining us, doctors risk losing the referral networks they’ve
built up in other hospitals, so we are working on building our own
critical mass to create an internal referral network. Fortunately,
our partnership with HKU provides us with a strong in-house
team of well-trained, highly competent doctors.

Oversight of clinical governance is not easy in the private sector
as most doctors are from doctor-owned practices. GHK is the only
private hospital in Hong Kong with a partnership of this scale with
a university. HKU provides clinical oversight and drives continuous
improvement at GHK by appointing chairs of speciality to oversee
each speciality, the doctors and standards of care. With HKU as
our partner, we have a very clear structure for clinical oversight
and governance, which is game changing as there is far more
adherence to clinical standards at GHK.
We are also part of a group of hospitals which allows us to
benchmark and compare best practices and outcomes across
countries. By doing this we can learn from each other across the
group, including outcomes – good and bad – to see how we can
improve. This helps us to bring new standards and new concepts
of quality into Hong Kong and vice versa.
As a new hospital we can do things slightly differently. We have
designed and built facilities that are very comfortable with ward
class rooms having only two beds per room while most hospitals
have three or more beds.
The fact that we can do things in a new and different way was
what really attracted me to GHK and the job here.

The ‘all-inclusive’ concept is new to Hong Kong, so we do have a
challenge in getting doctors, insurance companies and patients to
understand the concept and buy into it. It will take time and hard
work to embed this concept in the system for a number of reasons.
As a new hospital it is challenging to create a compelling proposition
for doctors to join. Interestingly, our location on the southside of
the island has been a barrier to getting doctors to come on board.
I think it’s more of a psychological barrier than a real barrier, but
a barrier nonetheless.

Who are your patients?
Our number one priority is the segment of the market that straddles
public and private – Hong Kong mid-market, insured, ward class
patients. We also attract patients from our direct catchment area,
and within this geographical area, expatriates who already know
our brand from other Asian cities they’ve lived in before. We also
have some Mainland medical travel patients, however we have
an agreement with the government to provide at least 70% of
inpatient bed days to Hong Kong residents.

What else makes GHK different from other private
hospitals in Hong Kong?
We do have a higher risk profile here as we take more complex
cases. This is due in part to the HKU link with highly specialised
centres and doctors here that can do difficult stuff. We did the
first ovarian hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC)
procedure in Hong Kong in which chemotherapy drugs are
delivered into the abdominal cavity to attack metastasised colon
or ovarian cancers. I mention this example to illustrate that we
are here to provide complex care and not just do the simple stuff.
We are bringing expertise and
experience into Hong Kong and vice
versa, like sharing clinical outcomes,
but also using equipment that we’ve
introduced into other locations such
as the Pyxis automatic medication
dispensing system to prevent the risk
of human error when dispensing
medication.
We are currently in discussion with a
world-renowned expert in scoliosis,
a spine deformity, about forming
a centre and introducing some
new procedures in GHK. So that’s
exciting.

Dirk and the GHK team at the Green Power Hike

With the more complex procedures
that GHK performs, we also invest
in certain safety areas such as a 24/7
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Interview with a Chief
outpatient and emergency department – staffed by emergency
medicine specialists. These doctors are there to see patients in
A&E and patients that require immediate attention in the wards.

Healthcare is very much a trust business. It’s a word of mouth
business. We are working to build our reputation as a trusted
healthcare provider by providing innovative procedures in a safe
and comfortable environment.

We also have a large intensive care unit with intensivists, or critical
care physicians. There are only two private hospitals in Hong
Kong that have A&E service and we are one of them. We also
have a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU).

What are some of the other things GHK does?
We run a “Doctor for a Day” educational programme for children
to engage with the healthcare profession. In most developed
countries, there is a shortage of home-grown medical staff and
early exposure to the profession may encourage more people
to pursue careers in healthcare. It’s a really nice programme
where the participants go through a full treatment cycle – A&E,
wound treatment, radiology, percutaneous coronary intervention,
rehabilitation etc. Of course, it also gets people to come to the
hospital and see what we do here.
We offer screening programmes to nearby schools based on the
needs of the schools; work with the government to run a dental
programme for mentally handicapped adults; and we also work
with an NGO to treat patients with spinal injuries that cannot be
treated in their home countries.

international
expansion

Grand Opening of Gleneagles Hong Kong Hospital

=

local
knowledge

+

experience

What is your equation for international success?
Local opportunities are just growth prospects without
the common denominator of success – people.
At ING we can help your business grow with the
extensive local experience and boundless
perseverance of our global network of professionals.
ingwb.com/equation-asia

World, here I come
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News & Views

Beyond 2020: A Toy Story
Can you still remember the toys that you played with as a kid? In our
ever-changing society, how is Hasbro, the largest toy maker in the
world, keeping up with shaping the lives of ‘Generation Z’ now and the
generations to come?
Anoeshka Krijnen
By Anoeshka Krijnen, iPlay Designer at Hasbro, anoeshkakrijnen@hotmail.com

Y

ou do not have to be from one particular generation
to be familiar with Mr. Potato Head. The product was
the first toy ever advertised on television in the 1950s,
and has remained in production since his debut. Over
the years, Mr. Potato Head has been joined by Mrs. Potato Head,
where the couple may be best known for their appearances in the
Toy Story film franchise.
While this iconic duo may have an everlasting toy story, the biggest
challenge for any toy company today has been to keep our newest
generation ‘hooked’. Living and observing life in Hong Kong,
the most popular ‘toy’ for kids – on the go – is most definitely
the smartphone. It is as if parents have found the ‘cure’ to keep
children silent through watching videos on YouTube. Kids are
hooked. We should face the reality that, without real competition
between toy companies, the most pressing urge is for them to keep
up with a much bigger, newer, player: the ‘digital first’ era.
As the product designer on a team called iPlay (Integrated Play),
I’m busy with terminology such as ‘digital first’ every day. It helps
that I too am a millennial, as it is easier to relate to the needs
of the younger generations, but it’s never easy to foresee what
will be a definite hit. ‘Innovation of play’ is our goal within iPlay
and one of Hasbro’s many new strategies to stay on top of the
game and keep toys relevant. iPlay products such as Dropmix and
Herovision bridge the gap between our physical and digital worlds.
Meanwhile, Hasbro is navigating the changing retail landscape
with initiatives like company-wide idea fairs and Quick Strike to
change things as fast as the market needs it to adapt.
Hasbro has begun to take a ‘digital-first’ approach to everything it
does - whether it is YouTube videos of people playing with its toys
and showing off their collectibles, online games, videos or tie-ins
with hot brands such as Marvel and Star Wars. But the question
that remains: how will this approach affect physical toys? Hasbro
Chairman and CEO Brian Goldner said, ‘When I say “digitalfirst,” clearly we’re making products that are analogue and digital.
Digital-first is more our approach to the marketplace, and a
recognition of where consumers and audiences are spending their
time.’
Having a background in Interaction Design from TU Eindhoven
and Delft, my vision as a designer has always been to ‘create a
more natural interaction for our use of technology’. Working in
the toy industry has given me the opportunity to better understand
the interaction between children and their toys. And with the rise
of the smartphone there are opportunities for toy companies to

connect toys with apps. In my opinion, the smartphone can truly
give a toy another element of interaction, as long as privacy and
safety are considered.
For my on-boarding assignment two years ago, which focused
on new technology such as holograms and MR (mixed reality),
I came up with an innovative toy concept for 2020 known as the
‘2020 project’. I was given the opportunity to spend time on this
project outside my routine work to potentially have the chance to
share my ideas with our headquarters in Rhode Island, US. My
ultimate goal was to stimulate cooperative play between children
that fosters creativity, while still aiming to bridge the gap between
physical and digital worlds. But I wanted to use the smartphone
in a more natural way; not by just ‘connect device and play’, but
implementing a Nintendo LABO style interaction of ‘insert device
and play’ so the two become one. This is a mindset I would like to
see move forward in the industry.
So where is the future for physical toys in an industry that is realising
the future of digital play? As innovation takes us deeper into
mixed realities, toy companies have to re-imagine new concepts
that create a more natural user experience for children and their
growing use of technology. I think the future should leave room
for creative play as we go deeper into technologies, such as mixed
realities and holograms. Smartphone technology, YouTube and
apps are all just the beginning, and can have a positive presence
in the lives of children if the toy industry creates an immersive
environment that emphasises creative and cooperative play. In
what form will future generations play with Mr. Potato Head?
What is the next chapter in this everlasting toy story?
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DutchCham Business Awards 2019

Sponsor-KMPG
New Business &
Innovation Award

Product IP

KPMG China is pleased to sponsor the New Business &
Innovation Award. In the context of the New Economy,
accelerating technologies and market disruption offer the potential
to reinvent businesses. To realise opportunities, organisations need
to encourage, embrace and reward innovation. Likewise, they
need to continually adapt their business models to take advantage
of fresh ideas and up-and-coming possibilities. Furthermore,
given the rapid emergence of artificial intelligence (AI), big data,
FinTech and new digital platforms globally, we believe strongly
that Hong Kong needs to promote innovation and diversify its
economy in order to maintain its long-term competitiveness.
As a global network of professional services firms providing Audit,
Tax and Advisory Services operating in more than 153 countries
and territories – including 21 offices across 19 cities and roughly
12,000 partners and staff in mainland China, Hong Kong and
Macau – KPMG is committed to helping organisations navigate
through this new paradigm.
In Hong Kong, one way we support public and private sector
innovation is by helping our clients seize opportunities related to
the Greater Bay Area (GBA). China’s recent announcement of the
Outline Development Plan for the GBA sets into motion the largescale transformation of the Pearl River Delta region into a worldleading innovation and technology hub by 2035. The Plan supports
Hong Kong’s development as a research and development (R&D)
centre and aims to vigorously expand financing for innovative
enterprises. By facilitating cooperation and synergy between
public and private entities across the GBA, KPMG is working to
help the region realise its full potential.
Another way we contribute to Hong Kong’s innovation ecosystem
is by supporting entrepreneurs and high-potential startups. Last
year, we launched a joint study with the Alibaba Hong Kong
Entrepreneurs Fund to promote better understanding of the
development of the city’s entrepreneurial landscape, which we
plan to refresh this year. Our inaugural report, Transforming
Hong Kong through Entrepreneurship, revealed that Hong Kong
entrepreneurs are highly motivated to develop new technologies,
reach underserved markets, and advance the development of their
community.
Through our sponsorship of this award, we hope to promote
greater recognition for the Game Changers in Hong Kong who
are setting the gold standard for their creative, unique and relevant
approaches to business problems. In addition, we hope it can
inspire more organisations to embrace innovative thinking both
externally and from within, creating lasting benefits for the region
as a whole.
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Maarten van der Dussen

T

he dilemma/challenge for many buyers is how
to strike a balance between good and compliant
products and satisfy the need for maximisation of
the margin in the shop. At first sight it appears that
these do not harmonise. However, the market increasingly
manages to achieve both goals, whilst realising that compliant
products are a key part of doing business successfully. To
do so, companies need tools to make it happen. They need
precious knowledge, efficient collaboration tools.
Companies use ProductIP as their trusted source for product
requirements and technical specifications for the products
they source in China and other parts of the world. And they
use the efficient web-based ProductIP collaboration platform
to create, manage and share product compliance evidence in
the supply chain. Now they can effectively demonstrate to
customers and authorities that their products meet relevant
customer requirements and legislation.
We believe that we should win the DutchCham New Business
& Innovation Award. The business of buying and trading
products is becoming more and more complicated and
we support companies to be successful in an environment
with increasingly complex rules, pricing pressure and with
consumers who ask more and more questions about the
products they buy. We believe though, that it is possible to
supply compliant and responsible products to the market
at an affordable price. To achieve this, companies need
knowledge, they need to be aware of the possibilities.
ProductIP supports companies with online knowledge,
efficient online collaboration tools and with training to
enable their staff to be successful in this complex world.

BlueMeg

Techpro Group

Paul du Long

Tom Ros

B

T

Our specially developed online console aims to make your
life more convenient. Fully compliant KYC is done in a
matter of minutes and, from then onwards, everything
can be signed electronically. Complicated processes are
transformed with ease into a couple of clicks of your mouse.

The latest customised adhesive component product design
can be streamlined with invisible joins and improved
manufacturing processes are made simple with convenient
and easy-to-handle components. Adhesive parts can be
designed with application aids or for use in automated
assembly processes. TPG offers assistance in developing the
most effective part in form, function and presentation.

lueMeg’s mission is to eradicate all the paperwork
besieging the setting up and managing of your
company. Nobody starts a business for their
passion of the accompanying paperwork – at
BlueMeg we understand that. Whether you are a small SME
or a big multinational, we let you do everything online and
synchronise automatically with the government. It might
not be sexy, but when you take into account the billions
of dollars spent on these antiquated processes, it becomes
genuinely transformative.

We are a game changer because our software is not only
used by our clients. Thousands of service providers,
supporting millions of companies worldwide, will get access
to our solution. A big challenge, but if executed correctly, it
will digitalise the bureaucratic and repetitive side of doing
business.

“It might not be sexy, but
when you take into account
the billions of dollars spent on
these antiquated processes,
it becomes genuinely
transformative.”

echpro Group (“TPG”) is a highly reliable
partner in the development of high-quality
adhesive materials, foams, sheets and films. TPG
consistently provides the highest level of quality
and support by providing an in-depth understanding of
the needs of TPG customers; achieving excellent solutions
for customers’ needs. TPG’s focus is predominantly on the
Medical, Electronics, Aviation, Automotive and Ophthalmic
industries.

TPG commenced a collaborative relationship with
Biocartis, a major Bio Medical company, three years ago
with the design and manufacture of Advanced Medical
Heat Seal Foil components (AMHSF). Biocartis is a major
commercial stage molecular diagnostics company providing
next generation diagnostic solutions, particularly focussed
on oncology. These TPG Advanced Medical Heat Seal Foil
components (“AMHSF”) seal the cartridge, ensuring a DNA
free sample is provided.
I think TPG should win this award due to fact that this
AMHSF development is unique within the industry and will
save so many lives by allowing for early detection of many
cancers. It will change the medical industry and healthcare
in general for so many people. We are extremely proud
and happy to be able to play such an important role in the
development of such a cutting-edge product in the medical
industry.
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DutchCham Business Awards 2019

Sponsor-ING Bank
Sustainability Award

Arcadis

ING Bank covers Wholesale, Retail and Direct Banking in Asia
Pacific. Our wholesale banking business is present and active in
14 major economies in the Asia Pacific, namely Australia, China,
Hong Kong SAR, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Mongolia,
the Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and
Vietnam. ING’s presence in Asia also includes a 13% stake in
Bank of Beijing, China; a 3.06% stake in Kotak Mahindra Bank,
India and a 30.0% stake in TMB Bank, Thailand as well as a
100% stake in ING’s direct banking business in Australia.
ING started its wholesale banking operation in China nearly
35 years ago by opening the Hong Kong branch in 1985. The
Shanghai branch was opened in 1992 and in 2015, the Beijing
representative office was upgraded to a full service branch.
Leveraging on our global network and the seamless connectivity
with our European franchise, we have proven track records with
blue-chip internationals, Mainland China state-owned enterprises,
private owned enterprises and financial institutions.

ING Bank and Sustainability
After the landmark 2015 Paris Agreement where close to 200
countries have pledged commitment to a long-term goal of
ensuring the rise in global average temperature is less than 2 degree
Celsius, sustainability is no longer a buzz word, but a necessity
embedded in the strategy of all global businesses.
As one of the globally systemically important banks, we believe our
role is to help people to stay a step ahead of changes, to facilitate
and finance society’s shift towards sustainability. This role goes
beyond delivering monetary returns – we have an opportunity
to use our scale, reach and expertise to help our customers, our
employees and society become more sustainable.
As a result of our global focus on sustainability, ING is one of the
pioneers and thought leaders in sustainable financing solutions.
Sustainability is a key pillar of our business strategy and we do
sustainable finance with substance. ING has played a role in ten
sustainable finance deals in Asia Pacific in 2018, from green loans
and bonds, to sustainability improvement loans, as well as social
bonds. Moreover, we are developing the Terra approach, where
we use science-based scenarios to help us to steer our portfolio
towards meeting the Paris Agreement’s goal. Four other global
banks have since announced their commitment to join us on this
initiative. With our Dutch heritage and our strong commitment to
sustainability, we are honoured to sponsor the 2019 DutchCham
Game Changers Sustainability award.
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Niek Niens

A

t Arcadis, we are committed to improving quality
of life for all generations by maximizing social,
economic and environmental value. In 2018,
Arcadis Hong Kong demonstrated this core
principle and underwent a major workplace transformation
and office relocation project bringing its capabilities together
in a single office for the first time.
The office relocation was more than just a move; it was
a catalyst for wider business transformation in business
efficiency and how services are delivered to clients. It was
designed to enhance sustainability by promoting greater
collaboration between our service lines, build a strong sense
of community and prioritize employee well-being.
Our people are our top priority, which is why there are
wellness rooms, nursing mother facilities and recharge quiet
zones to cater to people’s needs and support their well-being.
We have installed over 75% sit/stand desks to promote
activity and movement during office hours.
As part of our commitment to social responsibility, the
staff café is operated sustainably, from sourcing to serving.
We have partnered with a vendor who sources coffee beans
responsibly from local Indonesian farmers and eliminated
the use of single-use plastics in its operations.
This innovative workplace transformation has enabled us
to better support our people who in turn can better deliver
our world-class cost management, design and engineering,
business advisory, project and program management and
urban planning capabilities. Working on a wide range of
assets, from commercial properties to bridges, tunnels, city
coastlines and industrial facilities, we have helped our clients
address their toughest challenges and improve quality of life
for the cities and communities we live in.

NEWS & VIEWS
Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club

UPC Renewables

Jacco Klip

Wildrik de Blank

T

he Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club (RHKYC) is
a non profit organization providing sailing and
rowing as core sports. In terms of membership
the RHKYC is the largest yacht (and rowing)
Club in the world, with 6000 active in HK and another
7000 worldwide.
As one of the most established sports Clubs in HK and the
largest Yacht Club in the world, we have a leading role to play
when it comes to an environmental friendly and sustainable
approach. As our core sports Sailing and Rowing take place
on the water, we take a special interest in preventing water
pollution and a sustainable marine life approach.
RHKYC has been the first Club in Hong Kong to ban single
use plastic which lead many Clubs to follow. Our Seafood
consists of 95% traceable sustainable Seafood according
to WWF standards. We have taken multiple measures to
avoid food waste and for our left over ready to eat items we
have engaged ourselves with the charity organisation “Food
Link”.

“As one of the most established
sports Clubs in HK and the
largest Yacht Club in the
world, we have a leading role
to play when it comes to an
environmental friendly and
sustainable approach.”

A

t UPC Renewables we develop, build and operate
renewable energy assets, primarily in wind and
solar energy generation. It was established with
a view to delivering a positive environmental
impact and contribute to a livable world. The company
has been building sustainable wind and solar projects
for the past 25 years, accommodating some 70 projects
around the world, creating sustainable employment and
now committed to drive the Asia Pacific energy transition.
UPC is fast becoming a major regional platform, built from
scratch and aiming to power up several million households.
Sustainability sits at the core of our business model, we
deliver cost effective clean energy to locations where
environmental preservation is key. For example on the
Indonesian islands, where the grid is reliant on expensive
diesel fuel generation, we are substituting this by cheaper
renewable wind power.
We encourage critical thinking among local governments
and other relevant stakeholders around renewable solutions
and we adhere to strict CSR and Equator Principle
requirements in active locations.
Where in the past I supported a global network of commodity
demand, which was essential in creating expanded
economies and improved living conditions in developing
markets, it became apparent that traditional fossil based
energy generation was increasingly unsustainable. The
world needs more clean energy and in my efforts now to roll
out this transition, I would be grateful but above humbled to
receive this sustainability award!
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DutchCham Business Awards 2019

Sponsor - The
Consulate General
of the Netherlands in
Hong Kong
Young Talent Award

Bamboo Scenes

The Consulate General of the Netherlands in Hong Kong is proud
to be the sponsor of the Young Talent Award at the 2019 Business
Awards Ceremony hosted by the Dutch Chamber of Commerce.
As the representative of the Netherlands in Hong Kong it is our
mission to strengthen the excellent bilateral relations between our
country and the Hong Kong SAR. One of our key work areas is
promoting economic and trade ties. We have been doing so since
the first diplomatic foothold was established here in 1857. Our
team assists Dutch companies by giving information, arranging
introductions, helping find business partners, organising network
gatherings and generating publicity and market reports. We
identify new developments and opportunities and communicate
them to partners in the Netherlands. We also provide market scans
for individual companies to assess their potential for the target
market, organise trade missions and give companies access to our
comprehensive economic network, both in Hong Kong SAR and
in mainland China.
The Dutch Chamber of Commerce also plays no small part in
promoting trade ties between the Netherlands and Hong Kong.
The Chamber unites a very diverse group of companies and
entrepreneurs that have connections with the Netherlands. We are
therefore very pleased to work closely with the Chamber towards
our shared goals. We congratulate the Chamber for hosting its fifth
awards ceremony, in celebration of excellent businesses.
The theme of this year’s awards “Game Changers” is very
pertinent. Old solutions no longer work in the world of today. A
world that is beset with troubling issues such as climate change
and ageing populations. In particular, it will be up to the younger
generation of entrepreneurs to deal with these challenges, today
and in the future. In this regard, the list of nominees for the Young
Talent Award inspires optimism. They all possess the type of game
changers’ mindset that is needed to turn crises into opportunities.
Like many other Dutch companies and Dutch entrepreneurs in
Hong Kong, they tackle problems head-on and present innovative
solutions. This serves as a source of immense pride for the team at
the Consulate-General and we have full confidence that they will
continue to develop into ever stronger players that will bring the
Netherlands and Hong Kong even closer together.

Madelon de Grave

W

With a bachelor’s degree in International
Business and a master’s degree in Supply
Chain Management, I thought my career
path was set. A passion for discovering the
world was growing, but the career path was calling me, which
started as an Inventory Planner at Nike EHQ in Hilversum.
However, very quickly I realised I was not chasing my
passion. I got a one-way ticket to Latin America at the age of
23, and lived in Buenos Aires and Guatemala for nearly two
years where I worked at a non-profit organisation helping
underprivileged children. Back in Amsterdam, I decided
to move to Hong Kong where I first worked at creative
coworking concept The Hive. This offered me a broad
network within the artistic scene of Hong Kong, where the
idea grew for my own business – Bamboo Scenes.
Launched in 2017, Bamboo Scenes is a Hong Kong gallery
offering unique and affordable art photography by local
artists. We do ‘Photography with a Purpose’, with 10% of
profits being donated to local charity ImpactHK to help
the homeless in Hong Kong. In one year, we have organised
several exhibitions around town, have been featured in SCMP
and CNN Travel, opened our very first Art Photography
Gallery in Sai Ying Pun and have we been selling framed art
prints to homes in Hong Kong and beyond.
Looking back, my decisions in life so far have been based on
following my passion, curiosity and experiences from living
in different corners of the world. Up to this point, Bamboo
Scenes is the result.
I should win the DutchCham Young Talent Award, because
I managed to create a platform challenging the traditional
art industry in Hong Kong – by opening up the local art
scene and making the work of these Hong Kong-based street
photographers more accessible to a broader audience. And
for giving back to the community with 10% of profits being
donated to a local charity to help the homeless.
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NEWS & VIEWS
Neat

PwC

Iris ten Teije

Liesbeth van der Zee

I

’ve always been involved in startups. From my
first internship at an Amsterdam-based school for
entrepreneurs, to a well-funded Silicon Valley tech
startup, to my current role at Neat, where I was
employee #1.
What I like about working in startups is having the chance
to be able to make significant contributions to the company
as a young professional.
My studies didn’t exactly prepare me for startup life, but
hey, can anything really? I’ve learned by doing and from
everyone around me.
In the last few years at Neat, the most significant and
ongoing learning experience is working with a fast-growing
team. From employee #1 to 42 of us – and surely more
when this article comes out – there has been big change.
I love early-stage startups because you can be involved in
all aspects of the business and be super hands-on, but at a
certain point, when you become successful, you will get to
a stage where you will start to hire specialists. I’ve learned –
and am learning – how to get the best out of people and let
everyone in the team shine at what they’re good at.
What drives me is a need to make things happen, make a
change and do big things. As you can imagine, when I heard
about the opportunity to shake up the banking system, I
though it sounded extremely interesting and would be a real
challenge.

I

came to Hong Kong three years ago for a 4-month
internship at PwC and, as happens often in Hong
Kong, did not leave as planned. After my internship,
PwC offered me a job and asked me to stay! As you
might understand, this was an opportunity I was keen to
take. After about a year with PwC Consulting, I got the
opportunity to work in the PwC New Ventures team, where
we build innovative technology products for our clients. Here
I grew to be a product owner, leading a product through
the ideation phase, customer validation and prototyping to
a market ready product. This was an interesting journey
where I learned a lot about building software products,
working with clients and getting ready to market. However,
the biggest lesson learned is to just take a chance and go
for new challenges – like Pippi Longstocking: “I have never
done it before so I think I can do it!”
I should win the Young Talent Award, because I have had
the right attitude and an innovative mind-set to quickly
develop myself and have already made a difference early on
in my career.

“However, the biggest lesson
learned is to just take a chance
and go for new challenges –
like Pippi Longstocking: “I have
never done it before so I think I
can do it!”
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DutchCham Business Awards 2019

Sponsor-Robeco
Social Engagement Award

Danone Nutricia Early Life Nutrition

Robeco has a long history in sustainability investing (SI), as one of
the first asset managers to have seen the potential of sustainability
to enhance the returns of our clients’ portfolios back in the 1990s.
SI has been at the core of our business since the mid-2000s,
when Robeco acquired Sustainable Asset Management (now
RobecoSAM, a sister company that specializes in sustainability
investing). As an asset manager with a fiduciary duty to clients
around the world, our focus is on how sustainability can help
maximize the returns on our investors’ assets.
Underpinning Robeco’s product performance is a philosophy
which integrates ESG data and knowledge from research
databases into our investment processes, while actively engaging
with the companies represented in the portfolio. The proprietary
databases, which are owned by RobecoSAM, cover corporate
sustainability assessment, country sustainability ranking and smart
ESG scoring.
Having identified Asia as a strategically important market, Robeco
has been paving the way for the region’s uptake of sustainable
investing in recent years by advocating its benefits to both the
investment community and corporations.
“This topic is still relatively new for most Asian investors and listed
companies. We are keen to lead this conversation and drive ESG
development in the region, because we do believe sustainability
investing will add value for shareholders. It is already clear that
taking a sustainable approach does not detract from performance,
but will lead to better-informed investment decisions, and at the
same time, benefit society as a whole,” said Arnout van Rijn,
Chief Investment Officer for Asia-Pacific at Robeco.
Sustainability investing is not something asset managers can start
doing overnight − it takes firm-wide commitment to enable the
close cooperation between expert teams, and it takes trustworthy
data to properly implement sustainability strategies and carry out
ESG integration analysis.
We believe our unique sustainability culture, combined with our
sustainability research and our leading ESG integration approach,
is what sets us apart from others.
Last year also saw Robeco − one of the first asset managers
to become a signatory to the UN Principles for Responsible
Investment (UN PRI) − receive the highest possible score (A+) in
the UN PRI assessment.

Anne Leung

M

otherhood is a wonderful journey. However
exciting, it is full of ups and downs, anxieties
and frustrations. Moms are swamped with
different information and suggestions during
their pain points, but they don’t know whom to trust. At
Danone Nutricia Early Life Nutrition, we know that ensuring
the right nutrition during the first 1,000 days can have an
immense impact on a child’s future.
Hence, we provide to parents in HK:
i) Meaningful education: By making science simple,
credible and resourceful content available focusing on
conception up to toddlerhood.
ii) Professional services: Nutritional advisors easily
accessible via call, Facebook and home visits.
iii) Nutritional products: Infant milk formula, Aptamil and
Cow & Gate, and a full portfolio of tailored nutrition as well
as pre-term infant nutrition.
iv) Emotional support: User-generated community to share
their first 1,000 days stories with other moms.
Danone Nutricia Early Life Nutrition should win the
DutchCham Social Engagement Award because it has a
clear purpose of supporting Hong Kong to make a positive
impact on health for our next generation by advocating for
optimal nutrition in the first 1,000 days. We stand by moms
by offering free access to professional nutrition advice and
support, to make everyday count with their baby.

“We stand by moms by offering
free access to professional
nutrition advice and support, to
make everyday count with their
baby.”
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NEWS & VIEWS
Intertrust

FrieslandCampina

James Donnan

Natalie Yuen

A

t Intertrust, we enable global businesses to grow
sustainably. We do this through the provision of
a comprehensive range of corporate, fund and
trust administrative services globally. Here in
Hong Kong we have 170 staff passionate about helping our
clients successfully set up and run their businesses in Hong
Kong, enabling them to tap into the significant growth and
investment opportunities in the region.
Intertrust should win the DutchCham Social Engagement
Award. Successful organisations need to deliver more than
just superior services. They need to genuinely engage with
their people, their clients and the community in which they
operate. That is what we do at Intertrust. Connecting with
our clients and people on social issues and taking an industry
leading position on CSR is what sets us apart.
While we have a very successful global CSR program, we
are particularly proud of the work we do in Hong Kong.
Our local team is committed to making a difference in the
community. And one particular area we are passionate
about is eradicating the environment damage impacting
Hong Kong through excessive waste.
We tackle this problem by engaging our people and clients
on a range of environmental issues. For example, did you
know that the packaging of millions of mooncakes each year
has significant environmental impacts? To address this issue,
instead of giving mooncakes to our clients, we will redirect
the funds to cleaning up Hong Kong. When celebrating the
festival with our clients, we will also engage them on the
issue and discuss how we can work together to amplify the
positive impact of change.

F

rieslandCampina (Hong Kong) Limited (“FCHK”),
a subsidiary of Royal FrieslandCampina (‘RFC’),
has maintained a long presence in Hong Kong
since 1938. Building on RFC’s over 140 years of
Dutch dairy heritage and expertise, ‘from-grass-to-glass’
global supply chain and constant innovation, FCHK has
been nourishing the lives of local people across all ages
with nutritious dairy products. FCHK believes a healthy
community is the foundation of successful and sustainable
society development, hence, is committed to giving back to
the community.
In order to make a contribution in providing better
nutrition for the community, FCHK has joined hands
with professionals, academia, local NGOs and schools to
celebrate Hong Kong World Milk Day and promote ‘Drink
& Move, Building Strong Families Together’ – balanced
nutrition with appropriate dairy intake and regular exercise,
to over 240,000 children and their families through surveys,
school tours and public events since 2013. FCHK also
supports local food banks and charity groups and provides
food assistance to people in need. In 2018, FCHK served
over 28,000 beneficiaries with an aggregate value of over
HKD1.4 million to the community.
FCHK and its brand BLACK & WHITE® are also
committed to preserving the Hong Kong-style milk tea
making technique, an Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Hong Kong. A multi-sector collaboration with NGOs and
renowned restaurant groups was established to host the
‘New Generation Milk Tea Master Training Programme’,
which empowers the unemployed to re-enter the job market
and sustains the culture.

Change is most effective at the ‘grassroots’, so our staff also
participate in experiential education sessions for children
to understand the importance of recycling and minimising
food wastage.
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News & Views

Key Findings of Recent Surveys of
International Business in Hong Kong
The Belt and Road Initiative and the Greater Bay Area development
are two critical national economic development strategies which
provide global business communities ample business opportunities.
Hong Kong, a city that serves as the perfect platform for companies
expanding into the mainland and Asia Pacific, continues to attract a
wide array of leading companies from around the globe.

Stephen Phillips

By Stephen Phillips, Director-General of Investment Promotion, Invest Hong Kong, www.investhk.gov.hk, enq@investhk.gov.hk

A magnet for all

According to the 2018 Annual Survey of Companies in Hong
Kong with Parent Companies Located outside Hong Kong, there
are 8,754 companies in the city with parent companies located
outside Hong Kong, representing a robust 6.4 percent year-onyear growth. The growth is even more prominent in the number
of companies using Hong Kong as their regional headquarters,
which now reaches 1,530, up 8.3 percent. The companies tell us
that the favourable factors are Hong Kong’s simple tax system
and low tax rate, free flow of information, free port status and
geographical location.
Hong Kong’s business appeal was also shown in our “2018 Startup
Survey”. Hong Kong’s startup ecosystem has skyrocketed in the
last few years. The survey saw 2,625 startups operating in Hong
Kong’s various co-work spaces, private or government incubators.
This is an 18 percent year-on-year increase, while jobs created
surged by 51 percent year-on-year.
The startup community is also highly international in nature
with 35 percent of founders coming from outside Hong Kong.
The UK, US, the Chinese mainland and Australia are the top
origins of non-local founders. They are engaged in businesses
such as fintech, e-commerce, supply chain management, logistics
technology, professional or consultancy services, information,
computer and technology, etc.
In addition to many Dutch companies which have a presence
in Hong Kong, InvestHK is proud to support Spaces, a Dutch
startup, to recently launch over 77,000 square feet of innovative
office space in Sheung Wan.
Spearheaded by InvestHK, Hong Kong’s annual StartmeupHK
Festival (21-25 Janurary 2019) drew well over 17,000 delegates
and more than 300 speakers this year. It brought together multiple
sectors within the technology and start-up community not just
from Hong Kong, but from around the world, to exchange ideas
and do business.
The events this year comprised the Healthtech O2O Summit,
TECH[LIFE]STYLE Conference, Retail’s Cutting Edge,
Jumpstarter, the Connected Cities Conference, the AI & Education
Conference and the Startup Impact Summit. While the events
focused on different aspects of technology and startups, the link
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between them was an emphasis on new trends, fresh thinking and
cutting-edge innovation.

Core Advantages

Under the “one country, two systems” principle, Hong Kong retains
its common law system and independent judiciary, providing
effective legal protection to individuals and businesses. Hong
Kong’s advanced infrastructure includes world-class transport
networks and as a communications hub in the Asia-Pacific
region with a well-developed information and communications
infrastructure.
On top of this, the city offers a pool of highly-educated and multilingual professional talents with both mainland and international
business know-how and expertise, supplemented by several
admission schemes for attracting talents, entrepreneurs and
professionals.
And as one of the world’s top three financial centres, Hong Kong is
a strategic platform for fundraising and financial and professional
services that companies from the Chinese mainland and other
parts of the world tap into for their regional operations and more
and more in pursuit of projects along the Belt and Road.
Interest in setting up and growing businesses in Hong Kong has
been further spurred on by a series of new measures which have
enhanced further the already business-friendly environment.
These include a two-tiered tax system with the tax rate for the first
HK$2 million of profits of corporations lowered to 8.25 percent,
and thereafter at 16.5 percent. Furthermore, a comprehensive
package of measures to attract leading innovative businesses has
been rolled out, including tax measures to support and encourage
research and development activities.
The Bay Area development is creating many new opportunities for
both B2C and B2B businesses in serving the population of close to
70 million people as well as the vibrant and innovative companies
based in the Bay Area.
It’s an exciting time in Hong Kong for businesses and for Dutch
companies. We look forward to working more closely with the
Dutch Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong to help Dutch
world-class companies and startups to leverage the Belt and Road
Initiative and Bay Area development.

News & Views

Establishing a Blue Ocean,
just to do it all over again?
Working in a startup one realises that every new idea or company is
an attempt to reinvent something, find a solution to a specific problem
or to reinvigorate an industry. Whether it is Boxful’s take on storage in
the bustling and compact city that is Hong Kong or it is 8 Securities’
attempt to take investments mobile, startups are finding innovative
ways to bring new solutions to consumers.

Mike Spaan

By Mike Spaan, Business Analyst, MoneySmart Hong Kong Limited, mike.spaan@moneysmart.hk

I

t is remarkably rare, however, to come across companies
that have succeeded in building a business in an entirely new
category or industry. Before coming to Asia, I had never
heard of Shenzhen, yet it is in this city across the border
that the next wave of innovations and startup unicorns are taking
hold. So, it is appropriate to look here for a company that is not
only innovative, but has done so in an industry that did not exist
before. When I was in Europe, I thought the drone craze and its
growth was just a fad, akin to the hoverboard or its one-wheeled
equivalent. This is before I learned about Da Jiang Innovations
and the manner in which it created an industry.

Entering the Blue Ocean
According to the SCMP, Hong Kong came close to becoming the
home of Da Jiang Innovations (DJI), when Frank Wang was in
the process of founding the company, but a “lack of funding, lack
of government policy support and other operational issues in the
city” resulted in Shenzhen being chosen instead. Today, DJI is the
world’s market leader in consumer drone technologies. The company
“changed the game” on several fronts, particularly in photography
and videography, as it introduced the drone and camera set-up.
More importantly, it established a market when at first there was
none. This is what W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne refer to
as a “Blue Ocean” – whereby a company establishes and goes on
to dominate a new market while making competitors irrelevant in
this newly established market. Achieving this is the culmination of
certain set of choices resulting in the establishment of a completely
new market. The choice for Shenzhen is but one of these choices
and offered access to a large skilled labour pool.
DJI, in the space of a few years, has grown to control 70% of the
consumer drone market and, as of 2018, has been valued at USD
10 billion. It has soundly beat attempts by GoPro to enter the new
drone market. Yuneec and Parrot have attempted to undercut DJI’s
prices, but have not been able to loosen DJI’s grip on the market.
Skylogic, for example, reported that DJI holds 72% of the North
American market in the USD 500-1,000 segment illustrating DJI’s
dominant position within higher-end price segments. Where it
does not dominate is the market segment priced below USD 500.
As the technology advances and prices drop, this may drive more
competition in the lower-priced segments.

Doing it all over again?
As the dominant player in the consumer drone market, the
question is how to maintain that position and evolve to deliver
new and meaningful value. A recent report by BCG estimates that
the industrial drone market can reach USD 50 billion by 2050, so
there is certainly an opportunity for DJI to re-establish itself. DJI
is already making a play for this emerging market with specialty
equipment already listed for various industries. Foremost, DJI is
developing commercial and industrial uses for its core technology,
for example, in the agricultural sector to improve efficiency,
harness data, identify weaknesses in crop yields or in powergrid
lines and reduce labour costs.
However, BCG places emphasis on companies that “operate
drones and manage drone data for end-user companies, rather
than drone manufacturing” as a source of value. Thus, access
to the data that drones can generate by flying over crops and
identifying areas where increasing fertiliser use can raise yields
is inherently more valuable than the drones themselves. Having
successfully established a blue ocean once, it will be interesting
to see what choices that DJI will make and whether it will shift
its focus to services. One trap identified in a Harvard Business
School case study on DJI highlights the need to avoid confusing
technological innovation with a market-creating strategy. In other
words, although DJI may provide innovative product ranges for
new industries, it is not the same as establishing a new market,
which may lead to enhanced competition and a fight for market
share.
The drone services landscape is gathering momentum. Zipline
and Skycart for example, are American startups utilising drones as
their delivery system to far flung places. One of Zipline’s markets
is Rwanda where its drones are delivering medical supplies to
parts of the country that are not easily accessible. This highlights
the global potential for drone services. Another is Saildrone,
specialising in collecting ocean data. Finally, there is CyPhy Works
which uses drones for building inspections and search and rescue
missions. Startups are realising the potential for drones to form the
basis of various services. The question is whether DJI will be able
to once again dominate in this emerging market. The difference
is that this time, the industry is not one that DJI developed, but
certainly one it can help to shape.
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News & Views

Artificial Intelligence Won’t
Solve Everything
As AI continues to permeate every part of our lives, it cannot (yet)
solve everything or replace humans.
By China Business Knowledge @ CUHK

Michael Zhang

C

oined in 1955 by American scientists to describe a new
computer science division, AI has successfully penetrated
into our daily lives: When you pick up your smartphone
and talk to Siri – that is AI at work. Whether we are
enjoying the convenience or worrying about when machines will
steal our jobs, its development is happening.
As ubiquitous as it is, AI is not able to solve everything, at least
not yet. Prof. Michael Zhang, Associate Dean (Innovation and
Impact) and Professor from Department of Decision Sciences and
Managerial Economics at CUHK points out that the applications
of AI in computer sciences are different from those in economics.
“There is a big difference between how computer scientists and
economists look at technological innovations. Currently, AI is used
more for prediction and classification. But, the focus of economists’
research is to find causal relationships and explain the underlying
mechanisms of things,” says Prof. Zhang, adding that interesting
results can be produced if AI and some of the data analysis models
built by economists can be combined.

Unpredictable Events in Finance
In the financial market, it is often difficult to identify the
relationship between cause and effect, as unpredictable events still
happen despite the usage of complex financial models. “In finance,
there are multiple levels of risks. Once the volatility is written out,
we have already assumed a certain probability distribution. But
in many cases, we cannot possibly know about the probability
distribution of financial events, such as the stock market”.
He cites the example of the collapse of Long-Term Capital
Management L.P. (LTCM) and its fund in the late 1990s, leading to
an agreement among 16 financial institutions for a US$3.6 billion
bailout under the supervision of the US Federal Reserve. This
and other unexpected events in the financial market including the
2008 financial crisis are termed as “black swan” events, which are
random and unpredictable.
Traditional risk analysis approach assumes probability as
independently and identically distributed. However, Prof. Zhang
believes that this traditional approach is inefficient in explaining
the past black swan events. Hence, without changing the approach,
the use of AI will yield very little success in predicting events.
“There are no physical laws governing social actions, and in many
real-life situations the probabilities of events are not available.
In the field of social sciences, therefore, in addition to outcome
uncertainty (risks), decision-making tasks are often subject to
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distribution uncertainty (ambiguity),” he says.
From his perspective, black swan events seem surprising only
because past researchers neglected the influence of ambiguity in
the financial market. This concept is what he was explaining in
his working paper titled “Statistical Inference with Ambiguity”
in which he suggested a model that incorporates ambiguity in
statistical inference to study uncertain events. “When ambiguity
is considered, the derived uncertainty is demonstrably larger than
the case only when risk is present. The derived uncertainty grows
at a faster speed in ambiguity than in risk. So when ambiguity
dominates, previously rejected hypotheses can no longer be
rejected,” he explains.
In his study, the team used mathematical formulae to show that
the confidence level plunged from 95 percent to 50 percent even
with a moderate increase in ambiguity. This explains why black
swan events happen even when the probability of such events is
very small. Based on this theory, the next step is to find out the
measurement for ambiguity – and that is where AI comes in. “We
can use AI technology to identify if the underlying distribution
will change. If we can identify the change, then we know our
underlying model needs to be changed. As such, we are trying to
create a measurement based on AI algorithms”.

Will China Be the Future Leader of AI?
The U.S. and China are considered to be leading the race in AI.
In 2017, China has announced its ambition to be the world leader
and the country’s AI industry is worth almost US$150 billion. In
addition, China provided 48 percent of the total equity funding for
AI startups globally. “However, there is a huge difference between
the development in China and that in the U.S. as well as in Europe,”
he says. “In the U.S., algorithms come first; in China, applications
come first.” Engineers in tech giants like Google continue to push
the boundaries of science to come up with original algorithms.
However, due to severe competitions in China, not many firms can
afford to invest in such scientific research.
Despite this effort, the capability of AI in daily applications is still
far from being fully realised. He reckons it will take at least another
5 to 10 years for AI to completely infiltrate into our daily lives. “We
tend to overestimate what we can achieve in the short run and
underestimate what we can achieve in the long run,” he says. “Just
like when the internet first came about, no one was able to foresee
how much it would affect our lives as it is now”.

China Focus

Game Changers
“No, no, it’s an alien life form.” – David Bowie in BBC
Newsnight 1999 interview in response to Jeremy Paxman’s
suggestion that the internet “Is just a tool, isn’t it?”

Ralph Ybema

Column by Ralph Ybema, rybema@chinaltd.com.hk

F

ew would argue there have been bigger game
changers than the internet in the past century or
so. And not just figuratively speaking, as the current
size of the online gaming industry attests to. That
industry might indeed be an alien life form, seeking to
exterminate the human variety by the sheer deprivation of
sleep and sunlight it subjects our youngsters to.
When tempted to grumble at my children for staring at
their screens for hours on end, I remind myself I should feel
proud they are all actively engaged in real sports. I mean,
how much easier would it be for them to sleep in and sit
on the sofa, than to go up and down to King’s Park three
evenings a week for National Age Grade rugby training
(four when preparing for international tours), then wake up
over an hour early for school touch rugby at 7 am? All on
top of club training and matches on weekends of course …
With the “game changers” of the online industry doing
their level best to increase addiction levels among everyounger kids, I am firmly in favour of doing the same
thing with traditional sports. To reshape and reinvent is to
survive and we have seen many of those with varied levels
of success over the past few decades.
Who recalls the years before the internet, when the only
TV broadcasts after midnight Dutch time would be the
BBC’s? Those years are the only reason I know anything at
all about cricket. And darts, and snooker. Now in terms of
reinventing themselves, I believe the latter two have done
little beyond banning smoking and drinking by players with
play in progress. However, the One Day Internationals
and then 20/20 formats have absolutely revolutionised
cricket and when I see either, I find it hard to believe I ever
watched – and some still watch! – five-day test matches.
Hailing from a tennis family, when plans were aired to
shorten the service square and eliminating the second
serve, I initially had my doubts – as would many players of
my height and playing style. However, having long given up
my aspirations at tennis glory, it seems obvious that fewer
aces and more rallies would greatly enhance the spectator
experience, especially in the men’s game.

Traditionalists will argue that changing the nature of
the game is likely to drive away spectators. I believe the
commercial success of “derivatives” like 20/20 cricket,
beach volleyball and football and, yes, Sevens rugby are
ample evidence to the contrary. And more beach sports
are on the way! The Hong Kong government is planning a
bid for the World Beach Games, and watch this for a taste
of what would happen if beach rugby were included …
https://youtu.be/83uNYlpQQEI

“That industry might indeed be an
alien life form, seeking to exterminate
the human variety by the sheer
deprivation of sleep and sunlight it
subjects our youngsters to.”
In football, traditionalists resisted VAR reviews until our
very own Marco van Basten started pushing it. Already
in place for decades in other sports like cricket, rugby and
field hockey, what was the hold-up? And why goal/no goal
decisions only? If football referees don’t make errors, some
glaring, on foul play they must be truly superhuman … Use
VAR for cardable offences, add a sin bin for yellow and red
for diving and referee abuse and who knows, football may
be a proper sport again one day.
Meanwhile, rugby is not sitting still. Australian billionaire
Andrew “Twiggy” Forrest is set to launch Global Rapid
Rugby which, besides his Perth-based Western Force, will
include teams from Fiji, Samoa, Malaysia, Singapore and,
of course, Hong Kong. GRR will be a fun-packed version
of the 15s game, with cheerleaders, serious prize money
and rule tweaks to increase “ball-in-play” time. AND the
competition will be run out of Hong Kong, the centre of
rugby entertainment in Asia.
So, to end on a cricket term: - HOW’s THAT for a game
changer?!
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The changing art game in Hong Kong
Joyce Ng and Emily de Bruijn met because of art. While
Joyce currently works in art at Art Central, Emily works
in transformation and process optimisation at KPMG.
The two met when Joyce reached out to Emily about
Joyce Ng
Art Central, an annual art fair showcasing over 100 art Emily de Bruijn
galleries on Hong Kong’s Central Harbourfront. We had
a chance to meet with them both when Joyce talked to Emily about art and how things
have changed in Hong Kong.
By Donna Mah

I

n a conversation with Joyce and Emily, we learn about the art
scene, its development in Hong Kong and how Art Central is
appealing to a diverse, and increasingly more sophisticated,
audience.

The two met when Joyce, in her role as VIP Relations & Strategic
Partnerships Manager, got in touch with Emily as part of the
corporate outreach programme she is responsible for. They share
an interest in Medieval and Renaissance art that is ‘very niche’ and
not something that everyone is conversant in.

Please tell us about yourselves and your relationship
with art and Hong Kong.
Emily: I’m from the Netherlands and work at KPMG Hong
Kong in Management Consulting. I’ve always had an interest in
art and after doing a degree in Business Administration, I did
another degree in Art History. My interest in art has never waned
and I have always found ways to keep art a part of my life. While
in the Netherlands I was involved in the corporate art committee
with KPMG, but since leaving the Netherlands I haven’t been as
involved. So, this link with Art Central is a perfect opportunity to
become involved again.

Joyce: I’m from Hong Kong and recently moved back here after
living in London and New York. I first did a degree in Literature
and Art History and then I completed a degree in International
Law. I didn’t choose to work in art, I think this path I’ve taken
in the arts chose me. Since childhood, I’ve been interested or
involved in the arts. As a child, it was performing arts – I spent
many years dancing ballet. It was really happenstance that I made
a shift into visual arts.
Working in visual arts has never been boring – artists telling stories
through their art and viewers naturally reinterpreting the stories.

How has the art industry developed over the years?
Emily: Art and the appreciation of art is no longer a high society
thing. Historically, the Netherlands is known for the Dutch Golden
Age in the 17th century when art was one of the things the country
was most acclaimed for. Today, we have art fairs coming to the
Netherlands, such as the Affordable Art Fair, which targets a very
different group of buyers. These fairs offer attendees a chance to
meet up with friends and enjoy a drink while also admiring the
art, speak to gallery owners and buy accessible art for their homes.
Joyce: My interest in visual arts blossomed around the same time
that the Hong Kong public became aware of the visual arts as a
subject in itself. Not just a support subject or as a therapeutic tool,
but something that you can actually study and focus on. Perhaps
the global recession in 2008 triggered many things all over the
world. It may have impacted many lives and forced people to
really think about what they wanted to do with their lives. Taking
risks and trying new things. It’s really been in the last decade that
Hong Kong has seen a substantial shift in the way the public views
art. Families can participate in and appreciate art together.
For myself, growing up in a family where academic performance
was highly regarded, it took going abroad for the art switch to
be flicked on. It was done in a very conscious way as there are so
many museums in London and New York for me to experience, it
seemed silly not to go. The more art became part of my life, the
more I just wanted to be part of it.
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For example, it was in 2008 that a
Swedish company named Happy
Socks was founded, a manufacturer
and retailer of socks and underwear
that are useful, practical and bring a
smile to people’s faces.
Artists absorb the sentiment of the
time and it is often seen in the work
they produce; whether it’s optimistic
or pessimistic – the colours change.
Emily: Globally, the economic
crisis brought changes to a number
of industries. It changed the game
in art.

And what about Art Central?
Can you tell us a bit about
the art fair itself?
Emily: What I also like about Hong Kong is that museums are
being renovated, the Kowloon Art District exists and even that
there is art displayed all along the Central Harbourfront.

Can you tell us about the art scene in Hong Kong
and what your experience has been like so far?
Joyce: The global financial crisis of 2008, I think, not only
affected people financially, but also spiritually. People wanted to
experiment. I think there was a lot of inward reflection and that
manifested itself in many different aspects of the art industry. It
was not just the artists. The work of artists reflects our times. For
example, during the American election, a lot of contemporary art
produced at the time had a strong political slant. The news affects
people and artists often express this through their art.
In 2008-2009, quite a number of galleries were founded globally.
Galleries mushroomed in the aftermath of the financial crisis.
Many of them are still around after more than 10 years.
It was also during this time that people started creating and
innovating in this new economic reality. The negativity created by
this reality was absorbed by people and then turned into creative
output to make people smile and bring happiness into their lives.

Joyce: Art Central is in its fifth edition this year. The fair was
founded in 2015 and interest from members of the public has
grown year-on-year since its establishment. It’s another platform for
international galleries to show in Hong Kong. In Hong Kong there
are a number of challenges galleries face which fairs such as Art
Central can address. Art Central provides a venue for the galleries
to exhibit, experiment and is a testing ground for galleries to gain a
better understanding of what Asian buyers are looking for.

“In 2008-2009, quite a number of
galleries were founded globally. Galleries
mushroomed in the aftermath of the
financial crisis. Many of them are still
around after more than 10 years.”
Emily: How is Art Central different from other art fairs?
Joyce: Attendees say they feel that Art Central is more accessible.
That it’s younger in spirit, more fun, vibrant, happy and positive.
We hope that visitors will see something new and we try to inject
freshness to the experience.
This year, we will have some site-specific art installations as well as
performances and lectures in partnership with The Asia Society.
We will also have two late nights, Thursday and Friday, when the
fair will be open until 9pm so that more people can enjoy the art.

What about the vetting process? How are galleries
chosen?
Joyce: We have an open call for applications which are reviewed
by a vetting committee. Each application is reviewed on individual
merit. We’ve been fortunate to have increases in the number of
applications each year. However, the size of our venue – large tents
on the Central Harbourfront – limits the number of galleries we
can accommodate. We want to show a wide spectrum of art but
we don’t want to overcrowd the venue.
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Each gallery that comes to Hong Kong for the fair makes its own
decisions about what they will exhibit. Overall, the galleries are
excited to come together at Art Central, making the most of their
time here and being present with the local audience.

What about trends in the art industry?
Joyce: I think perspectives globally are changing. There has been
a shift from globalisation to countries reining things in a bit. I’m
not sure if it should be called de-globalisation, but I would call
it the process of reclaiming identity and not necessarily shutting
people out. People are re-focussing on themselves.
Emily: The growth in the use of digital media has also changed
the way people view art.
Joyce: A lot of work is now assessed based on how it looks on a
screen – usually a phone or tablet. People don’t spend much time
studying a work when they view it on a screen. It may only be a
second or two.
Emily: Yet it’s not unusual for me to spend hours in a gallery
staring at the art.
Joyce: Me too! But nowadays, anyone who represents artists
understands the power of work showing well on a screen. For
art to thrive, however, balance must be struck between the public
digital image and maintaining the privacy which artists need to
create their art.
We’ve also noticed more interest in kinetic art installations. Hong
Kong may be one of the most densely populated places in the
world and well-known for small living spaces, but if someone
really wants an art installation, they will find a space for it.
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“The growth in the use of digital media has
also changed the way people view art.”
What about your own development in the art
industry?
Joyce: I plan to spend more time travelling in South East Asia this
year and continue to learn from others, to absorb what different
art houses are doing. Everyone in the region is doing something
different. While there may be similarities, each country or city has
its own personality and will develop differently.
Coming from the other side, an auction house and National
museum background, to the Art Central art fair has been an
interesting learning curve for me.
Emily: I have previously worked as a volunteer in an auction
house, with the KPMG corporate art committee and one of my
audit clients was a museum, so I’ve always maintained a link to art
in my life. My interest and love of art has been reignited with this
exposure to the art industry.

Where do you see Art Central in five years time?
Joyce: I hope we’ll still be doing what we’re doing now. I think
that consistency is very important, and we will continue to work on
consistently being the best at what we do.

Go Green

Let’s change the game!
A challenging title. As we all know, changing, especially habits, is a
tough one! And particularly in a field like waste management/circular
economy where numerous disciplines come together, and where most
of the time people like to think: “Fix it, don’t bother me!”
By Bernard Scheffens, CEO, WSS Asia Ltd.

L

et’s start with the Yellow Vests movement in France and
similar happenings elsewhere. The movement is quite
an innovative way to show a group’s desire to be heard
– to be listened to. It was quickly copied to protests in
other countries for similar and different topics. Basically, it says:
we are no longer waiting for things to be taken care of, we will
now undertake action to make you (the government) listen! It
forced the French president to start a broad dialogue countrywide
to restore law and order in the country where problems were not
being addressed. Today, when a “Yellow Vest” says something, it is
recognised as a movement that should not be ignored. But it is an
opportunity as well.
When people feel isolated, not heard and not listened to, plans
will backfire. Massive protests about a subject is a strong catalyst
for initiating change, to look at things in a different way. It opens
the door to dialogue, understanding and acceptance of a solution.
We’ve seen it in the Brexit operations where it now seems that
Government is a bit late in listening to the MP’s about how to
leave the EU.
With today’s social media technology, it is quite easy to start and
execute a massive protest. The subject of the protest has usually
been simmering for some time, not addressed properly, and with
time, momentum builds. So, what does that mean for “Green
World” efforts?
First of all, we need to think a little ‘out of the box’. We need
to look further than new technologies in waste management, and
understand technologies outside of the industry, which can create
unexpected opportunities and change the game.

Bernard Scheffens

Here’s a link to an article on the site of the World Economic
Forum, written with PwC, describing new opportunities and how
Blockchain technology can help in environmental matters:
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/09/8-ways-blockchaincan-be-an-environmental-game-changer/
So, in everyday language, what can it do for us? Trust is a key word
(as in a lot of other matters). This ranges from trust in owning a
digital currency or goods, to trust in its origin, or in the veracity of a
transaction. It also encompasses trust in blockchain’s decentralised
business model, which is neutral by definition, and even the fact
that the data and code that underpins blockchain technology is
open for all to see. Get the picture? No? Ok, some examples:
• This offers the potential for full and radical transparency and
traceability of products from source to store. Not only could this
fuel a new wave of consumer demand for clean supply chains,
soon such transparency may be unavoidable, transforming how
suppliers, purchasers and regulators treat supply chains.
• Blockchain can underpin a transition to decentralised, clean
and more resource-efficient energy and water systems at scale.
Platforms could collate distributed data on these resources (e.g.
household-level water and energy data collected with smart
sensors). This is a game-changer because often decision-makers in
the systems – both centralised authorities and retail-level users –
are making decisions with only partial information.
• Blockchain could fundamentally change the way that materials
and natural resources are valued, used and traded, incentivising
individuals and organisations to realise financial value from
things that are currently wasted, discarded or
treated as economically invaluable. This could drive
widespread behavioural change and help to realise a
truly circular economy.
These are just a few identified ‘game-changers’
which may hopefully contribute significantly to a
more sustainable world, a more liveable planet, a
better world.
Sustainable. Is it? As always, it depends how we
humans will use this technology. Trust, as said earlier,
is a key component. Only humans are able to trust,
machines not. We see so much changing, not always
for the better, in geo politics or other levels, that we
need to re-invent trust in each other, at interpersonal
and state level, in order to build a new way of living
to the benefit of us all.
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Passport to HK

The Ghetto of the World
It has been compared to the famous Mos Eisley Cantina in Star Wars,
where all are species and alien forms are able to gather for drinks and
food, no matter galaxy, planet, or spaceship one came from. It has
also been called the ghetto of the world, due to its highly diversified
Daniël de Blocq
van Scheltinga
and truly international character. It has been portrayed in a cult movie,
and attracts fans who want to see the real location. It is a fascinating,
bustling and noisy microcosm of a global market where all is about trading, whether
legitimate, legal or not.
By Daniël de Blocq van Scheltinga, Managing Director, Polarwide Limited

I

t has eateries serving the most exotic and inexpensive dishes
from Africa, the Middle East, Turkey, China and the Indian
Subcontinent, and has plenty of small cheap hotels and
hostels with rooms to rent. One hears Mandarin, French,
English, Swahili, Arabic, Turkish, Hindi and Bengali all in one
elevator ride. I am of course referring to the infamous Chungking
Mansions.
Designed in the 1950’s Chungking Mansion was built to replace a
street level market selling electronics called Chungking Arcade on
36-44 Nathan Road. It was opened in November 1961, and with
its 17 stories was the first of its kind in Kowloon. It has five blocks,
each with 17 floors, and slow elevators between the 3rd and 16th
floors. The 17th must be reached by stairs, and above that one can
even access a roof terrace with unique views of Kowloon.
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Chungking Mansions is famous for its cheap hostels and rooms: there
are 1,980 registered rooms for rent within the complex, comparable
to a large hotel. When The Lonely Planet Guide wrote about the
cheap lodging in their 1978 guide, this part of the Mansions really
took off. Today tourists on budget tours (often disappointed with
the small rooms and cramped conditions), businessmen starting
out their trading activities, girls on “compensated dating”, people
seeking escape from marital disputes, lesbian domestic helpers on
their free Sunday’s, and drug users all compete to use these rooms
whether for an hour, a week or a month. Many of the rooms don’t
require one to show an ID, just cash, which makes them more
appealing for all sorts of illicit activities.

Passport to HK

Food wise Chunking Mansions is really unique: it has 21 licensed
restaurants, and many, many more food stalls and snack shops, as
well as a number of unlicensed “private” restaurants.
It is not a coincidence that the late Anthony Bourdain, explorer,
food critic and raconteur extraordinaire, visited Chungking
Mansions and made one of his “Parts Unknown” reports on it.
From Afghan to Sri Lankan to Nigerian cuisine, all is available for
very little money at the Mansions.
Chungking Mansions was for many decades the hub of SinoAfrican trade. The reason was that before the 1997 Handover,
a visa to enter Hong Kong was typically not required for
citizens from African countries which were part of the British
Commonwealth. As China opened up to become the factory of
the world, thousands of middlemen set up business in Chungking
Mansions buying goods in China and shipping them to buyers in
Africa. In an authoritative 2011 study on Chungking Mansions
Professor Gordon Matthews estimated that one fifth of all mobile
phones in Sub-Saharan Africa had passed through Chungking
Mansions! With visa restrictions in Mainland China having eased,
while at the same time becoming stricter in Hong Kong, slowly
but surely this African hub is moving to the Mainland. As a result
(many will be surprised to learn), Guangzhou is now the world’s
largest overseas African community, with thousands of Africans
livings there.

“Under Hong Kong law to acquire the whole
complex and enable redevelopment, one
would have to acquire 80% or 756 titles,
which seems an almost Sisyphean task.”

“In an authoritative 2011 study on
Chungking Mansions Professor Gordon
Matthews estimated that one fifth of all
mobile phones in Sub-Saharan Africa had
passed through Chungking Mansions!”
In 1994 the acclaimed film by Wong Kar-wai, Chungking Express, was
released. It later won many Hong Kong Film Awards, including
best film, director, actor (Tony Leung) and editing. The film did
cement the reputation of Chungking Mansions with its portrayal
of the underworld, which indeed has always found the Mansions a
convenient place to organise smuggling activities across the region.
Whether smuggling gold to Nepal and South Korea, cigarettes
into Hong Kong, and of course drugs from South East Asia into
China and elsewhere, the Mansions were always a hub of activity.
The triads were also present through the prostitutes hustling for
business and the gambling rooms.
Today Chungking Mansion is showing her age, and would
probably have been demolished and made way for a new modern
shiny tower were it not for the complex ownership structure.
The complex has 970 separate land titles, owned by 650 owners.
Under Hong Kong law to acquire the whole complex and enable
redevelopment, one would have to acquire 80% or 756 titles,
which seems an almost Sisyphean task. This is the reason this
parallel universe still exists today. However sooner or later this
unique world will disappear; therefore gather up your courage
and spend an hour or more getting lost within this vast complex,
and travelling across the broadest spectrum of our planet without
having to show your passport!
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ZOAT is coming to Hong Kong in 2019!
ZOAT, Zuid Oost Azië Toernooi, is an annual event bringing together
400-500 mainly Dutch professionals living and working in Asia for a
3-day hockey and golf tournament. The organisation rotates between
Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Singapore, Hong Kong and Bangkok. ZOAT
Hong Kong 2019 will take place from 1–3 November 2019 and marks
the 47th (!) edition of the Tournament established in 1907, but played
in its current format since 1972.

Tom Uiterwaal

By Tom Uiterwaal, Chairman ZOAT Hong Kong 2019, ZOAT2019@gmail.com

L

ast year, 26 teams participated in Singapore and we
expect a similar number of teams this year in Hong
Kong. We expect teams from Kuala Lumpur, Shanghai,
Jakarta, Vietnam, Singapore, Hong Kong, Bangkok, the
Netherlands and Australia. The men’s teams will compete for the
“Looden Verrader” trophy and the women’s teams for the “Suzie
Wong” trophy. There will be healthy rivalry between the teams
from the different cities and the level of hockey will be high. Don’t
be surprised to see some former national players on the pitch!

What will the ZOAT weekend look like?

The ZOAT weekend will start off with the golf tournament on
Friday at the beautiful Kau Sai Chau golf course in Sai Kung.
On Friday evening, all ZOAT participants will be invited to join
the welcome reception hosted by our Consul-General Annemieke
Ruigrok at her residence.

Charity / Youth Hockey Development / Sustainability

Every ZOAT tournament is connected to a local charitable
cause. All participating teams are asked to make a donation to
support this charity. We will also organise a variety of activities
during the tournament to raise money. The traditional All-Stars
match, whereby the best tournament players play against the
local national team, will be one of the initiatives to raise money to
support the local charity.
The ZOAT tournament also supports youth hockey development
in Hong Kong. Former Dutch national team players, such as
Olympic gold medallist Floris Jan Bovelander and Fleur van de
Kieft in past tournaments, will run a hockey clinic for the youth in
Hong Kong to show them how much fun hockey is. The players
will also share inspirational stories about their international hockey
careers and what it took to get there.

On Saturday and Sunday, the hockey tournament will take place
in the centre of Asia’s World City Hong Kong in Happy Valley on
three water-based Astroturf pitches. Hong Kong is the only city
in Asia where we can play the ZOAT hockey tournament in the
middle of the city on the public hockey pitches and the pitch of
the Hong Kong Football Club. Social activities during the day will
also be at the Hong Kong Football Club.

Our goal is to make ZOAT Hong Kong 2019 the ﬁrst
CARBON NEUTRAL sports tournament in Hong Kong and
use the tournament to raise awareness about our impact on the
environment. Other sustainability initiatives will be taken together
with our tournament partners toward reducing waste and
packaging, sustainable food options, etc.

On Saturday night the ZOAT party will take place at one of the
fantastic locations Hong Kong has to offer (still a secret!). During
the party a completely different competition will take place: the
competition for best dressed team! Every ZOAT has a theme and
this will inspire teams to dress up in the most beautiful outfits.

An event like ZOAT can’t be organised without the support
of sponsors. This 3-Day ZOAT Tournament is THE way for
your brand to engage with Dutch captains of industry from the
entire SEA region in a positive and informal environment. The
tournament offers various opportunities to reach the participants,
through hockey, golf, charity, sustainability and partnering with
ZOAT through sub-activities or booths at the grounds. If you are
interested in learning more about these opportunities to support
ZOAT 2019, please contact our sponsorship committee by sending
an email to sponsorszoat2019@gmail.com to receive the ZOAT
2019 sponsor book.

Sponsoring & Volunteers

ZOAT is organised and run completely by volunteers. We are
currently already working behind the scenes with a fantastic group
of people, but as we get closer to the event, we will need the help
of a lot more people to make ZOAT Hong Kong 2019 a success.
If you would like to help out as a volunteer, please send an email
to ZOAT2019@gmail.com and we will get back to you as soon as
possible.
We all look forward to an amazing ZOAT Hong Kong 2019!
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Old and Young, ‘Ding Ding’ as always
With 115 years of history in Hong Kong, the tram (or “Ding Ding” in reference to the
double-bell ring to alert other road users) holds a special place in the heart of Hong
Kong citizens and has been considered a city landmark throughout the century.
By Hong Kong Tramways

W

hen Hong Kong Tramways (“Tramways”) was
founded in 1904, the 26 tramcars of the first fleet
were all single-deck. After serving the community
for 115 years, Tramways now owns and operates a
fleet of 165 tramcars which is the world’s largest double-deck tram
fleet still in operation, carrying an average of 200,000 passengers
every day in Hong Kong.
Unlike most transport operators who purchase their vehicles from
aboard, all tramcars are designed and built at Tramways’ depot by
skilful and experienced craftsmen. Among the 165 beloved Hong
Kong made tramcars, two of them, tram 68 and 18 respectively,
are providing the first-ever sightseeing tram tour and a premium
experience of the city’s culture, gastronomy and talents.

Apart from the 1920s’ style heritage sightseeing tram, Tramways
never stops bringing laughs and surprises to the public. In
September 2018, a new special tramcar named CIRCUS TRAM
(Tram 18) was launched offering another unique ride to experience
the culture and vitality of the ‘Pearl of the Orient’.
The CIRCUS TRAM is a brainchild and joint effort between
Tramways and the Hong Kong start-up Circus Limited. The two
companies have collectively designed and built the new tramcar
and services. Thanks to the creative and high-quality design,
this tram offers a premium venue and a first ride of its kind to
experience, explore and enjoy Hong Kong.
Three thematic rooms are designed for reception, celebration
party, delegation tour, festival parade, etc, for up to 36 persons.
Many features in the tramcar are novel and tailored, including the
air-conditioned cabins, premium fitting out with design furniture
and upholstery, lighting and sound system, and the built-in
refrigerator, washbasin and restroom on-board.
The CIRCUS TRAM establishes a patronage model (similar to
membership) to support local talents and foster creativity. The
patrons, namely community leaders, entrepreneurs, intellects, art
and culture lovers, tram fans and authentic cosmopolitans, are
able to host receptions and celebrations aboard the tram. Besides
organising various cultural activities ranging from art, music, food,
architecture, literature, performance to urban experience, nonprofit rides will also be arranged for local underprivileged groups.

Tram 68, the elegant and classic 1920s’ style heritage tram with an
open-top upper deck is probably the “oldest” design tramcar in the
fleet, though it was just launched in January 2016. Hopping aboard
the vintage heritage tram, all locals and tourists can enjoy the
fascinating one-hour “TramOramic Tour” to encounter bustling
streets, ultra-modern cityscapes and attractions. As the tram passes
through the city streets, authentic Hong Kong stories and sites
of interest are narrated to passengers via personal headphones
in eight languages. Besides, the tram features an on-board video
comparing past and present Hong Kong and a heritage corner
with old pictures and genuine tram souvenirs.

Time flies and Ding Ding keeps moving forward. Like the
TramOramic Tour sightseeing tram and the CIRCUS TRAM,
trams are the living, evolving connection between Hong Kong’s
colourful history and modern culture. When you next take a ride
on a tram, remember to enjoy the experience and charm of the
greenest, most affordable and most convenient public transport in
Hong Kong.

Some said taking trams is the best way to feel Hong Kong‘s
bursting energy through a local viewpoint. To many visitors, this
is definitely a ‘must-do’. As the first-ever sightseeing tram tour,
“TramOramic Tour” is not simply a tram ride but a fun-filled and
culturally enriching experience, exploring the city from Sheung
Wan to Causeway Bay, and vice versa.
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Changing Young Lives Foundation
For the past two years, the Dutch Chamber has been supporting the Changing Young
Lives Foundation (CYLF). CYLF is dedicated to serving underprivileged children
and young people in Hong Kong by providing free educational and developmental
programmes to inspire them to realise their full potential and lead happy and productive
lives. During the DutchCham Business Awards on March 29th, we will be raising
funds again. The below snapshots give some insight in their work!
By DutchCham

Creative Workshop

Community Service
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Arts for Kids
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Ballet Class

Study Group

STEM Course

Music Lesson

Individual Academic Support
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Headwinds from Trade Tensions?

From global to regional: economic and investment
outlook 2019
APAC Chief Economists Louis Kuijs, Oxford
Economics and Alicia Garcia Herrero, Natixis
presented their views on the global and regional
outlook for 2019.
Wednesday, 16 January
ABN AMRO

Sustainable Investing – From
a radical concept to being on
everyone’s lips

Robert Rubinstein, Founder of TBLI Group
challenged the myths regarding sustainable
investing, explained what there is to gain and
discussed how Asia’s growth is pushing for more
sustainable investments.
Friday, 20 January
Dutch Consulate General

Virtual Banking in the race
for HK customers

During this conference, Deniz Güven, CEO Virtual
Bank by Standard Chartered Bank Hong Kong; Brit
Blakeney, Innovation and Ecosystems Head at DBS
and Lapman Lee, Partner Risk Advisory at Deloitte
China discussed the impact of virtual banking in
Hong Kong and potentially the region.
Tuesday, 12 February
Deloitte
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70th InterCham Young
Professionals Cocktail

Organised by all Chambers in Hong Kong, the
InterCham Young Professionals Cocktail is a
good opportunity to mingle with YP’s.
Tuesday, 12 February
Jamie’s Italian TST

From idea to business launch

How to start (or jumpstart) your entrepreneur
journey in Hong Kong
During this sold out event, our expert panel
equipped the audience with all the information
necessary to set up and maintain a company in
Hong Kong, and off course turn it into a big
success.
Wednesday, 20 February
Tanner De Witt
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New Members’ Corner

NEW MEMBERS LISTINGS
NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Robert van der Werf, Business Development Manager at Genesis Development Limited
Robert van der Werf is an experienced sales and marketing manager in the construction industry who came to
Hong Kong in 2007.
Currently, Robert works as an architectural consultant for Genesis Development, a leading supplier and installer of
flooring solutions, architectural laminates and commercial grade cubicle and partitioning systems in Hong Kong
and Macau.
As a consultant, Robert is involved in major new build projects in the Hong Kong and Macau market and is
interacting with C-Suite Executives and decision makers in Corporate Real Estate, Healthcare, Education segments
including local Statutory Authorities.
• Robert van der Werf, Business Development Manager, Genesis Development Limited.
+852 6897 2652, mailrobert.vanderwerf@gmail.com, robert@genesisdev.com.hk, www.hkgig.com

NEW START-UP MEMBER

Nerice Gietel, Director at Back to Work Hong Kong
Nerice Gietel is a Director at Back to Work Hong Kong [BTWHK]. Her company provides coaching, information
and support to individuals seeking to return to work from a career break. It also provides consultancy services to
companies on retaining staff who have parental leave and on running return to work programs. Prior to joining
BTWHK Nerice’s career has included being an HR Business Partner at a Global Policy consultancy firm and
leading a pan-London Domestic & Sexual Violence Advice Service. Her evidence-based work is grounded in
postgraduate qualifications in HR Development and Consultancy, Law and Social Sciences. In addition to her
coaching practice, Nerice continues to research the Hong Kong labour market and has had articles published
widely on this topic: for example, on the struggles mothers face getting back to work in China Daily, and how to
return to work after a career break in Sassy Mama Hong Kong.
• Nerice Gietel, Director, Back to Work Hong Kong, +852 5519 4661, nerice@backtoworkhk.com, www.backtoworkhk.com
Sandra Wu, Founding Partner at Origin X Capital Limited
Sandra was formerly the Head of Legal & Chief Compliance Office for Mercer Investments in Asia and has more
than 15 years of experience working as a funds formation, private equity and M&A corporate lawyer for US law
firms in Hong Kong. Sandra, along with her co-founder Maarten Verweij, are founding partners of Origin X
Capital, a Hong Kong & Netherlands based consultancy firm that specialises in legal, governance, and regulatory
compliance services for entrepreneurs as well as established professionals. “Our team is a mix of legal and technical
professionals with decades of experience. Our mission is to help young companies properly establish themselves,
develop a global reach, and deliver new and disruptive technologies without suffering the growing pains of most
startups or unintentional regulatory scrutiny. We’re working with Europe and Hong Kong-based professionals that
share our vision of enabling technology to disrupt and invigorate the financial services industry.”
• Sandra Wu, Founding Partner at Origin X Capital Limited, +852 6086 9770, s.wu@origin-x.capital, www.origin-x.capital

NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBER

NEW SME MEMBER

Hilti Asia Limited
Robbert van der Feltz
1601B-1604A, 16/F, Tower B, Manulife Financial Centre,
223 Wai Yip Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong
robbert.vanderfeltz@hilti.com
+852 2773 4901
www.hilti.group

Equasia Limited
Choy Yiu Chan
Room 501, The Lucky Building, 39 Wellington Street, Central,
Hong Kong
cc@ilf-asia.com
+852 3709 2930
www.equasia-group.com
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New Members’ Corner
NEW SME MEMBER
Willem A. Hoekstra, ContinuityGroup Ltd.
Continuity Group Ltd (Est. 2015) organizes seminars and conferences, and provides training courses and
consultancy in the area of Crisis Management (CM) and Business Continuity Management (BCM).
Its founder is Willem A. Hoekstra M MBA AFBCI BCCE. With a background in Finance and COO roles, he has
been leading BCM teams for over 15 years, consecutively for ABN AMRO, RBS, Société Générale and Nomura
Asia ex-Japan.
Crisis Management is the capability of an effective corporate response to major incidents, protecting the interests
of key stakeholders, reputation, brand and value-creating activities. BCM provides a framework for building
organizational resilience, preparing for any unexpected business interruptions.
Willem is quite passionate about the topic. He has presented on CM and BCM related topics at numerous conferences and seminars, and
he is Forum Leader of the global Business Continuity Institute.
Willem is also chair of the Hong Kong Financial Services Business Continuity Management Forum and leader of WISE - the industry-wide
Crisis Management Exercise for the financial industry in Hong Kong.
• W
 illem A. Hoekstra, President, Continuity Group Ltd, HP: +852 6686 0939, WhatsApp: +852 6627 0490, willem.hoekstra@
continuitygroup.asia, www.continuitygroup.asia

NEW YOUNG PROFESSIONAL MEMBER
Zuba Adham-Bos, Adviser at St. James’s Place

Zuba joined St. James’s Place as an Adviser in early November 2018. Before that, she was also working in wealth
management in Hong Kong, where she has been living now for about two years with her husband and adorable
cat. If you’re a Dutchie in Hong Kong, you might have come across Zuba’s name in the member magazine of the
‘Nederlandse Vereniging’, of which she is the chief editor.
Although she has a master’s degree in Real Estate & Housing from TU Delft, she ‘rolled’ into wealth management
and has been enjoying that. “I like to get to know people, be able to give them insight in their financial situation and
support them in reaching financial goals. I can see people appreciate this, to have a genuine conversation and help.”
Zuba has helped many Dutch professionals in Hong Kong; it is an added bonus that the meetings can be held in Dutch with an adviser
that knows your background.
• Zuba Adham-Bos, Adviser at St. James’s Place, +852 2824 1083, zuba.adham@sjpp.asia
Arjen Vogel, Associate Security Consultant at Security Research Labs Limited
Arjen joined the team at Security Research Labs as an Associate Security Consultant in January 2019.
Security Research Labs is a hacking research collective and consulting think tank with branches in Berlin, Jakarta
and Hong Kong. Security Research Labs seeks to drive security evolution by combining insights from research,
industry and the hacker community. We focus on everyday technologies that expose many people to risk. Our goal
is to fix these issues before consumers are put at risk; or publicly discuss flaws in systems where this did not happen.
Before moving to Hong Kong, I worked for a startup in Jakarta. I am very much looking forward to explore the city,
as well as the surrounding islands.
• Arjen Vogel, Associate Security Consultant, Security Research Labs Limited,
+852 9516 3718, arjen@srlabs.hk, https://srlabs.de/
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Enquiries and Information

TRADE SHOW CALENDAR
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IN THE NETHERLANDS

IN HONG KONG

ASIS Europe
Location:
Date:
Organiser:
Email:
Website:

HK International Lighting Fair
Location:
HKCEC
Date:		
6-9 April 2019
Organiser:
HKCEC
Email: 		
exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website:		
www.hktdc.com

WTC Centre, Rotterdam
27-29 March 2019
ASIS International Brussels Bureau
europe@asisonline.org
https://asiseurope.org

Nederlandse Vereniging voor Psychiatrie
Location:
Jaarbeurs Beatrixgebouw
Date:
3-5 April 2019
Organiser:
Jaarbeurs, Trade Mart Utrecht
Email:
voorjaarscongres@nvvp.net
Website:
www.trademart.nl

HK Electronics Fair (spring edition)
Location:
HKCEC
Date:		
13-16 April 2019
Organiser:
Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Email: 		
exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website:		
www.hktdc.com

ECCMID 2019 (the World’s premier Clinical
Microbiology & Infectious Diseases events)
Location:
Rai Amsterdam
Date:
13-16 April 2019
Organiser:
RAI Amsterdam BV
Email:
eccmid@escmid.org
Website:
www.eccmid.org

International ICT Expo
Location:
HKCEC
Date:		
13-16 April 2019
Organiser:
Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Email: 		
exhibitions@hktdc.org
Website:		
www.hktdc.com

ESM-EVBO
Location:
Date:
Organiser:
Email:
Website:

Smart City, Smart Mobility Conference
Location:
Hotel ICON, Tsim Sha Tsui East
Date:		
21 May 2019
Organiser:
Charged Hong Kong
Email: 		
michelle.lai@hotel-icon.com

MECC Maastricht
15-18 April 2019
European Vascular Biology Organization
info@esm-evbo2019.org
http://esm-evbo2019.org
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DutchCham Information
We are an independent, member-driven,
non-governmental, non-profit business
association which serves to facilitate
business in Hong Kong and Greater China
for its members by providing networking,
knowledge sharing and company profiling
opportunities. As the representative body of
Dutch business in Hong Kong, we maintain
close relationships with both the Dutch and
the Hong Kong SAR governments.
DUTCHCHAM GOLD MEMBERS

DUTCH CHAMBER COMMITTEES
PR & Pub Committee:

• Jacob Feenstra (chair) • Mike Spaan • Donna Mah • Monique de Raaij
• Maarten Swemmer • Annemarelle van Schayik • Judith Huismans

China
Committee
• Marcel La Croix (chair) • Rinske Kuiper • Rogier van Bijnen
• Ewout Stumphius • James Donnan • Michiel Mak
• Judith Huismans • Muriel Moorrees

SME
Committee

• Jan Willem Möller (chair) • Paul Du Long • Antoine Fasse
• Iris ten Teije • Jeffrey Broer • Emilie Oostenbroek • Judith Huismans

Tax
Committee

• Jeroen van Mourik (chair) • Sytske Kimman • Eric Kampman
• Willem Jan Hoogland • Harmen Rosing • Muriel Moorrees

Women in
Business
Committee
• Maaike van Meer • Saskia Bosch van Rosenthal • Claire Worp
• Emily de Bruijn • Muriel Moorrees

Finance
Committee
• Michael van Ommeren (chair) • Lapman Lee • Litai Wai
• Bram van den Bergh • Michiel van Voorst • Hugo Sterkenburgh
• Rogier Hekking • Esther Ko-Verhoek • Muriel Moorrees

MEMBERSHIP & ANNUAL FEES
● Gold Member
● Corporate Member
● SME Member
● Associate Member
● Young Professional
● Start-up Member
● Overseas Member
NO JOINING FEE
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HK$ 20,000
HK$ 8,500
HK$ 3,500
HK$ 3,500
HK$ 750
HK$ 1,750
HK$ 2,500

Creative
Committee

• Saul Smeding (chair) • May Yeung • Anoeshka Krijnen
• Madelon de Grave • Judith Huismans

Young Professional
Committee

• Rolf Sperling • Alexander de Haseth • Vicki Chi • Chantal Rensing
• Hidde van der Burg • Judith Huismans

Connecting
the world
with you

With a longstanding presence
in Asia Paciﬁc and a strong global
network, ABN AMRO is your trusted
partner in a ever-changing world. Our
expertise spans across Clearing, Coverage,
Structured Finance and Corporate Finance, but
we also have our network of International Desks.
There we service our Dutch clients that are looking
to expand their business in Asia Paciﬁc. For
more information, visit abnamro.com

